In referring to reactions (R3), (R4), or (R5) as ''condensations" throughout the paper, however, it should be noted that the data are
unable to distinguish between actual detection of a long-lived metastable complex and one of its decomposition products formed with a low recoil velocity.
.
EXPERIMENTAL
The apparatus has been described previously. Extensive cryogenic cooling is employed in the main chamber, but none is employed in either collimation chamber or source chamber.
The detector, consisting of a Brink type EB ionizer and EAI Quad-250 mass filter, is housed in. a nes ~ of three differentially pumped ultrahigh vacuum ch(l.mbers (-10-9 -10-lO torr) which may be rotated about the beam intersection region (BIR). The electron bombardment energy was
nominally set at 110 eV throughout these experiments; actual electron energies are likely to be lower and broadly distributed, however, since the ionizer is operated near the space charge limit. Since the ionization efficiency is low eveh for heavy clusters, the detector signal is proportional to the number density of the neu~ral species being ionized.
Neutral species scattered from the BIR reach the ionizer by traversing Error bars, shown only if they are larger than a data point syn1bo1, 
withy= m AvA /mBv x in terms of the masses of A and B monomer and the speeds of A and B (assumed independent of x in this treatment).
X .
The interpretation of the BrCl+ angular distribution in Fig. 6 , for example, is that a distribution in x in the (Clz)x beam resulted in .
Br 2 (Cl 2 )x *complexes which scattered at the ec values given by Eq. (4) and partially fragmented into BrCl+ upon EB ionization. 
Here, T is the transmission of the ion optics and quadrupole mass filter, dependent weakly on the mass of the detected ion; Q.(AB ) is the AB * l X X EB ionization cross section; hn, xis the fragmentation probability, the probability that AB ~ is formed upon EB ionization of AB * · and 
where the Jacobian factor, l dx/ d e c I , is given by y/sin 2 e.
The quantity of most interest in Eq. AB · is no longer important. For x>x , it seems reasonable to expect
Qc(x) a xt fort ';::j 0-2/3; the t = 2/3 limit corresponds to a geometric cross section and is probably the most reasonable e.stimate. In summary, then, the Q {x)Q. {AB ) sin -
2
® factors in Eq. {7) favor small angle scattering
approximately as® ';::j ®.
• This is a very strong weighing factor; h F n,x x must fall-off with increasing x faster than x-1113 in order to prevent In{®) from peaking at 9 = 0°. show only a slightly steeper fall-off with increasing x. ·It is also unlikely that hn, x for small n would increase rapidly. with increasing x. In the simplest statistical picture, in fact, h might be expected to vary · n,x .
simply as x -l due to the increasing range in ~ •. especially in view of the approximate invariance of the fragmentation patterns of Table II with changing x. Thus, it is likely that F decreases with increasing X x roughly as is shown in Fig. 10 . This is· especially important because the rate of decrease. in F x with increasing x for the data of Exp. III is much slower in Fig. 10 This provides stronger proof of the comment made in reference to Table II .... 
TOF Spectra of Scattered Signal
In order to demonstrate even more "clearly the assignment of the measured angular distributions to reactions (R4) and (RS ), TOF spectra of the scattered signals were measu_red 9 a in Exps. III, rv, and V.
Since the conclusions from the (Cl 2 )x and (NHj)x d~ta were the same, ·only data on Br 2 + (Cl 2 )x is presented here in Figs. 11 and 12 .
In interpretating the TOF data, perfect apparatus angular resolution has been. assum.ed. If both beams were monoenergetic, a particular * . . . (Table I) 
Finally, a composite LAB recoil speed distribution for a given mass filter setting was calculated from
with h F given in Fig. 10 . It is perhaps also worth emphasizing that n,x x major contributions to a given 9 came from a small range in x; for Exp. III, for example, X = 18-22 accounted for 77o/o of the (9 = 5° peak intensity, .. Much more information could be obtained if' apparatus resolution were sufficient to res'?lve peaks in LAB (®, v) space due to individual values of x (e. g. , Eq. (6) rather than Eq. (7 )). This might be achieved by improving the kinematics through an increase in the y factor of Eq. (4 ) .
In this regard, the use of Br 2 as the probe particle~ in these studies ) +or (NH3)n TOF spectra which 'provided reasonable signal-to-noise; n = 6, 3, and 6 f'Br Exps. ill, IV, and V, -respectively. All neutral clusters are assUmed to have this speed distribution in centroid calculations.
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